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667 Pro Series Vinyl Electrical Tape
This is a complete line of professional grade Electrical Tape.  It is designed for perform-

ance and value.  Manco’s professional grade 667 series electrical tapes are UL and CSA
approved.  They are available in eight (8) colors designed for electrical coding and splic-
ing applications.  These tapes have excellent stretch, adhesion and conformability and
perform well in both indoor and outdoor applications.

Features:
UL and CSA Listed
Flame-Retardant
7 mil Vinyl
Weather-Resistant
Up to 600 V rating
Temperature Range

-18o C to 105o C
0o F to 221o F 

Resists Abrasion, Moisture
Solvents, & UV Rays

Convenient 3/4” X 66’ Size

Part #
LT-04140 Green
LT-04141 White
LT-04142 Yellow
LT-04143 Red
LT-04144 Blue
LT-04145 Orange
LT-04147 Gray
LT-04149 Black

No. LT-1219-60 3/4” X 60’

Economy Vinyl Electrical Tape
This electrical tape is designed to compete with

the imports, however, the stretch, adhesion and
weather-resistant qualities are far superior.  They
are packaged in a sleeve of ten (10) rolls and

250 rolls to a master carton.

Double-Sided Mounting Tape
These Manco products are designed for semi-permanent

and removable applications.  These products are available
in several put-ups.

No. LT-01528 3/4” X 10’ Removable
No. LT-HU-1 1” X 60” Roll
No. LT-HU15-6 3/4” X 15’ Roll

tyco / Adhesives Gaffer’s Tape
The leading roll on the set

This tape is used by professionals on stages, sets, and on location.
This versatile low gloss tape has become indispensable for the arts
and entertainment industry.  Users appreciate the aesthetics of the
matte finish, low residue, and easy tear.  Some applications include
wire hold down, stack blocking and spiking, audio-electric overhead
lighting, set and stage decoration, film canister sealing, carpet hold-
down, splicing, bookbinding, seat repair, graphics and design, and
waterproof packaging.  We offer the tape in several of the most pop-
ular colors.  Meets Packard Electric 525-000 Specifications

Part Number Color
12-5100 Black
12-5108 Gray
12-5109 White

2” X 60YD Roll

tyco Electrical Tape
This high grade electrical tape is made by Tyco Adhesives,
and through an exclusive agreement we are able to offer
this quality tape at substantial savings over other nationally
known brands of tape. The tape. is made in the U.S.A. and
we offer it in several popular colors.

Part Number
12-8210
12-8212
12-8213
12-8214
12-8215
12-8216
12-8218
12-8219

Color
Black
Red

Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Gray
White

3/4” x 66’ Roll

tyco Duct Tape
This Polyken 203 Duct tape is an indispensable tool
of the trade. We offer many colors for multipurpose
use. With these colors to choose from it is easier
than ever to pick the correct color for color coding,
decoration, seat repair, carpet seaming, electrical pro-
tection, and caution. Professionals choose
the best, tyco brand.

Part Number
12-2000
12-2002
12-2004
12-2005
12-2006
12-2009

Color
Black
Red

Yellow
Green
Blue
White

meets UL 723
2” x 60YD Roll


